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BRANCH MEETINGS 

As you are hopefully aware, Branch Meetings – and indeed all other events – are on hold because of 
the Coronavirus. It is impossible for us to say when they will resume, but you can rest assured that as 
soon as the situation changes, we will be communicating with you. This issue of the newsletter 
reflects the situation, with far fewer events to report. Let’s hope that changes in the near future! 
 
 
DESPITE THE VIRUS, TULIP FUN RUN MARK 1 
TAKES PLACE – WITH A DIFFERENCE  
Normal life has been transformed for all of us over 
the last few weeks, with the Coronavirus forcing 
virtually all events to be postponed or cancelled. 
That has included one of the main events of our 
calendar, the Tulip Fun Run, now set for October 11. 
 

But the 
family and 
friends of our 
late member 
David 
Johnston had 
no intention 
of letting a 
mere global 
pandemic 

force them into inactivity. They decided to run or 
walk an equivalent 7k course from the safety of their 
own homes. So on Sunday, April 19, at 10.30am –
 exactly when the ‘real’ event had been scheduled to 
start – the participants all set off simultaneously, 
observing the 2m rule (above). 
 
Runners and walkers followed some very different 
courses: from rural northwest Essex to the 
Manchester canalside, from the boroughs of London 
across the Atlantic to the cityscape of Philadelphia, 
and from the country parks of Cambridge to the hills 
of the Pennines.  It was a glorious day in all the 
locations and special mention must go to the US 
participant for whom the time difference meant an 
05:30 start. On a Sunday! 
 

The purpose 
was to raise 
funds for 
Cambridge 
Parkinson's, 
and those 
who took 
part made 
donations in 
David 
Johnston's 

memory on the Parkinson's Cambridge Just Giving 
page. So far, more than £400 has been raised.  Many 
thanks to everyone involved in this wonderful effort: 
a suitable tribute to a special person (above). And 
one due to be followed by another Tulip Fun Run in 
October. Hopefully, by then the virus itself will be on 
the run! 
 
NEW MEMBERS JOIN THE COMMITTEE BUT WE 
ARE STILL LOOKING FOR A TREASURER!  
Some good news for the Branch: we are delighted to 
greet two new committee members, who would 
have been proposed at the Annual General Meeting, 
in the normal way. But these are not normal times. 
 
Taking on the role of Assistant Chair is Mike Brown. 
Mike retired last year after a career in the 
technology sector. He lives in Cottenham with his 
wife Sue, who was diagnosed with Parkinson’s in 
2015. Also joining is Roger Campbell. For contact 
details of all the committee, see page 7. But we still 
badly need a Treasurer! If you know anyone with 
financial experience who might be interested, please 
tell them. 

mailto:d.boothroyd@btinternet.com
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BOOKS ABOUT PARKINSON'S 
 
Many of us could be facing long periods at home as we battle the Coronavirus, so what better time to catch up 
on books or movies? Here is a brief compilation of some works featuring Parkinson’s, some recent, some not. 
 

AWAKENINGS BY OLIVER SACKS 
Probably the most celebrated 
book about Parkinson's, or 
perhaps more accurately 
Parkinsonism, written by one of 
the truly great science writers. 
Sacks tells an extraordinary story, 
set in the 1960s and 70s, about 
people who had been left in a 
virtual zombie state by the 

sleeping sickness epidemic of the 1920s. They were 
literally woken up in an almost miraculous way by 
the Parkinson’s drug L-dopa. But hope that a 
complete cure was on the way failed to materialise. 
The book was described by none other than W.H. 
Auden as a masterpiece. It became a fine film in 
1990, starring Robert De Niro and Robin Williams 
(see next page).  
 
LUCKY MAN – A MEMOIR BY MICHAEL J. FOX 

The star of Back to the Future 
is probably the single best 
known Parkinson's patient on 
the planet, and the man who 
has raised more money than 
anyone. His Foundation has so 
far invested $900m into 
research, making it the largest 
non-profit funder worldwide. 
Lucky Man is one of several 
books he has written over the 

years since he was diagnosed in 1991, aged 29. 
Other books include: Always Looking Up, A Funny 
Thing Happened On The Way To The Future, and one 
to be published in November, No Time Like the 
Future: An Optimist Considers Mortality. 
 

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USE BY TOM ISAACS 
A major figure in the Parkinson's 
community, who sadly died in 
2017. Tom was best known for 
founding the Cure Parkinson's 
Trust, which has become a 
leading fund-raising organisation 
and one involved with projects 
intended to produce results in 
the short to medium term, for 

example drug repurposing. Published in 2007, he 

wrote the book after seven years with Parkinson’s, 
having been diagnosed at the age of 27. By this time 
he was unable to walk without medication, but he 
managed to traverse the whole of Britain’s coastline, 
some 4500 miles. “Tom’s attitude should be bottled 
and sold in all good stores,” said Clare Balding, who 
featured Tom in her radio programme, Ramblings. 
 

THE TANGO EFFECT BY KATE SWINDLEHURST 
For branch member Kate 
Swindlehurst, her Parkinson's 
diagnosis was a turning point: 
refusing to be defined by her 
condition, she tells the story 
of an extraordinary year that 
begins with a single tango 
lesson but grows into an 
exploration of the dance 
itself, its history, its music and 
its healing potential. Kate 

explores and documents 'the tango effect', the 
emotional and social benefits of dance on 
Parkinson's symptoms. Her personal account echoes 
what science is beginning to tell us about the 
transformative impact that dance can have. The 
book challenges perceptions of living with a chronic 
condition, and takes an honest look at the dark side 
of the illness while celebrating moments of joy, 
interconnectedness, acceptance and liberation. 
 

BRAINSTORMS BY JON PALFREMAN 
The author is a professor of 
journalism at the University of 
Oregon in USA, and a prize-
winning science journalist and 
producer of more than 40 
documentaries, including several 
for the BBC. He has also 
interviewed our Cambridge-
based professor and branch 
President, Roger Barker. His 

book receives many good reviews on Amazon, which 
praise it for giving a very clear description of 
Parkinson's research through the last two centuries. 
Although quite technical at times, it helps non-
experts understand the situation of PwP, and is 
recommended not only for sufferers, but also 
relatives, carers and medical practitioners.  

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Time-Like-Future-Considers-Mortality/dp/1250265614/ref=sr_1_7?keywords=michael+j+fox&qid=1584358059&sr=8-7
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Time-Like-Future-Considers-Mortality/dp/1250265614/ref=sr_1_7?keywords=michael+j+fox&qid=1584358059&sr=8-7
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FILMS FEATURING PARKINSON'S 
 

LOVE AND OTHER DRUGS 
Jake Gyllenhaal is Jamie, a, handsome drug salesman 
who meets Maggie (Anne Hathaway), a woman with 
early onset Parkinson’s. In spite of their stated desire 

to keep things casual, a 
relationship begins. The film 
follows the highs and lows of 
Jamie and Maggie’s love story, 
including the strain the 
condition puts on it. It is a tale 
about looking past hardship and 
making sacrifices for the one 
you love. Love and Other 
Drugs is an eye-opening film 

with a powerful emotional impact.  
 

AWAKENINGS 
Film of the book (synopsis 
above) with Robert De Niro and 
Robin Williams. Nominated for 
three Academy Awards, and 
featuring fine performances 
from Williams as the doctor, 
Julie Kavner as a nurse, and De 
Niro as a patient. As the film 
titles say, “There is no such 
thing as a simple miracle.” 

 
 

CAPTURING GRACE 
The film shows what 
happens when a group of 
adults with Parkinson’s 
collaborates with leading 
dance professionals to stage 
a performance. A participant 
sums it up: When the dance 
class is going on, there are 
no patients. There are only 
dancers. This inside look at a 
unique US project, staged in 

Brooklyn, provides real evidence for the beneficial 
aspects of physical activity in alleviating symptoms. It 
also challenges expectations about illness and art. 
Director-producer David Iverson was diagnosed with 
Parkinson’s in 2004.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
RIDE WITH LARRY 

Ride with Larry is the story of Larry Smith, a retired 
policeman, now a baker. After 20 years with 
Parkinson's, Larry attempts to ride 300 miles across 

his state of South Dakota to 
show the power of keeping 
your body active and mind 
positive. The film follows Larry 
as he attempts to expand the 
boundary of possibilities for 
PwP.  Weaved into his journey 
is an intimate portrait of 
Parkinson's, illuminating the 

day-to-day fight of those diagnosed, their families, 
and carers. It is a film for all those stigmatized or 
mired in the darkness of illnesses without cures.  
 

NEVER STEADY, NEVER STILL 
Never Steady, Never Still tells 
the story of a physically 
disabled mother and her 
discontented son. Each is 
alienated from their world and 
struggling to manage in the 
face of grief, guilt and chronic 
disease. It is the feature film 
debut of writer/director 
Kathleen Hepburn, and was 

first shown as a short, before being expanded into a 
feature film in 2017. It received several nominations 
for awards in Canada.  
 

SAVING MILLY 
Based on a true story by 
political journalist Mort 
Kondracke. His wife Milly is 
successful in her job, has a 
wonderful marriage and 
great kids when she starts 
noticing that she is 
developing a tremor. The film 
gives a glimpse of one 
woman's meeting with 
Parkinson’s: the medication, 
the operations, leaving the 

home she loves, fighting for research funding, 
watching her brain and body slowly withering away. 
It is also a tribute to determination, affection and 
dedication.  
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6w7Dh-QxzY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6w7Dh-QxzY
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REFLECTIONS ON YEARS WITH PARKINSON’S 
A poem by the late John Ardley 

John’s widow, Margaret, would like to say a big “Thank 
you” to the 100+ people who attended John’s funeral, who 
gave generous donations in John’s memory.  More than 
£700 was raised, which will go direct to Parkinson's 
Cambridge, as John wished. “I am so grateful family and 
friends could be there,” Margaret said. “It must be so 
difficult for people at the present time.” Here are John’s 
reflections about his years with Parkinson’s. 
 
When I was first diagnosed with PD 
It didn’t mean anything to me, 
The Doc said there was nothing to do 
Just come back when you’re not feeling you. 
Do I need medication? I asked with some fear, 
He said to leave it for at least a year. 
 
My wife said quite truly that it wasn’t enough 
In a year life could begin to get tough 
So she found the Society that deals with PD 
Which over the years has been such a help to me. 
So I joined the branch and then the Committee 
And no time for anything else, more’s the pity 
I was still working mainly in Brussels 
But the strain of commuting was hurting my muscles 
So I went instead to the exercise class 
Everything tried I thought I would pass – 
Step-ups and press-ups and an exercise bike 
But knees-bend and toe touching I didn’t like. 
 
So I joined a group that was formed to go swimming 
And to this posh place we went both men and women 
They had a steam room, sauna and a hot tub 
It was less of a therapy, more like a club. 
The swimming now has a physio in pool 
But it’s not quite so posh as it’s held in a school. 
 
I tried to learn something of Tai Chi 
Passing round balls that I couldn’t see 
The lady said “Waft the ball over to me” 
I’m no good at wafting, I said, can’t you see?  
So why not try yoga, it’s easy they said 
And meditation is just like going to bed 
This seemed more like fun, I did think 
But I couldn’t sit still, and needed a drink. 
 
So aromatherapy was the next thing I had 
And I still enjoy it, which can’t be so bad 
Although I can’t smell the oils that they use 
Aloe Vera, lavender or Castrol GTX I’d choose. 
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VIEWPOINT 
The following is a quote from Parkinson's UK’s Local 
Group Rules:  
 
“Each member of the management committee can 
stand for re-election annually for a maximum of six 
years continuously after which they must stand 
down for a minimum period of one year before 
standing for a further term. In exceptional 
circumstances a term of office may be extended for 
one year at a time with the approval of the local 
staff contact.”  
 
The implementation of this rule has led to two of our 
longest serving members, Caroline Bent and 
Margaret Steane, leaving the committee, despite 
having no wish to do so. And given their admirable 
service over the years, it is surely safe to presume the 
vast majority of branch members did not want them 
to go. So what exactly is the point of this rule? 
 
Presumably, it is because six years is deemed ‘long 
enough’ for someone to fulfil a particular role, and 
after that period they will be getting stale and wish to 
do something else. And the further presumption is 
that people might feel reluctant simply to resign, 
especially if there is no one to replace them. 
 
The above may be true, in some cases. However, is a 
hard and fast, written rule the best way to go about 
dealing with such a situation? Surely not. Attracting 
people to volunteer is hard enough, without 
confirming in your rulebook how long they can 
perform a particular role. 
 
The nub of the problem is this: you either enforce the 
rule rigidly, and end up losing valuable volunteers 
who have no wish to depart; or you regard and 
interpret the rule so flexibly that it hardly ever gets 
implemented, so there is no point in having it in the 
first place. 
 
If a volunteer wants to leave whatever role they have 
in an organisation, it is up to them to say so, and 
perhaps offer to help find someone to replace them. 
They may feel guilty about letting others down, but if 
they have done several years’ free service, they do 
not need to. Trying to ‘protect’ them with a crude 
rule in the end becomes simply counter-productive. 
So remove the rule! 

SCIENCE AND RESEARCH  
 
ENCOURAGING RESULTS FROM CDNF TRIAL  
Encouraging initial results have been published of a 
study into a protective protein called CDNF (cerebral 
dopamine neurotrophic factor). This may have the 
potential to slow, stop or even reverse Parkinson's. 
The study aims to evaluate the safety of CDNF when 
delivered directly to the brain in 17 people with 
advanced Parkinson's.  

After six months of people receiving either a placebo 
or CDNF, the treatment appears to be safe and 
tolerable, with no serious side effects. In addition, 
there are promising signals from brain scans of those 
receiving the treatment. The study will continue for a 
further six months, this time with all participants 
receiving CDNF and further results are expected later 
this year. 
 
CDNF is one of a family of growth factors that the 
brain produces naturally to help cells grow and 
survive. Lab research suggests CDNF can do this for 
dopamine-producing cells and encourage them to re-
grow. Another member of the family is GDNF (glial 
cell line-derived neurotrophic factor) which was 
tested in a ground-breaking clinical trial supported by 
Parkinson's UK, reported in the May-June 2019 
newsletter. The GDNF trial results were mixed but 
brain scans provided promising clues that the drug 
might be reawakening and restoring damaged brain 
cells. 
 
Claire Bale, Head of Research Communications and 
Engagement for Parkinson's UK, said the results were 
encouraging. “First, they suggest treatment with 
CDNF is safe, and secondly, the insights from the 
brain scans seem to be consistent with the GDNF 
trial, and provide further hope that these kinds of 
drugs may be able to slow, stop or reverse 
Parkinson's. We're encouraged that Herantis 
Pharmaceutical is preparing a larger Phase 2 study to 
investigate this.” 

https://www.parkinsons.org.uk/research/clinical-trial-gdnf
https://www.parkinsons.org.uk/research/clinical-trial-gdnf
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PARKINSON'S MAY START BEFORE BIRTH 
People who develop Parkinson's before the age of 50 
– so-called young onset patients – may have been 
born with disordered brain cells that went 
undetected for decades, a new US study says. The 
research points to a drug that could correct the fault. 
 

Researchers discuss an image of dopamine neurons. 
 
To perform the study, the researchers generated 
special stem cells, induced pluripotent stem 
cells (iPSCs), from the cells of young-onset patients. 
They used these to produce dopamine neurons from 
each patient, enabling them to see how well the 

dopamine neurons might have functioned from the 
very start of the individual’s life.  
 
The researchers detected two key abnormalities in 
the neurons: the accumulation of alpha-synuclein, 
which occurs in most forms of Parkinson's, and 
malfunctioning lysosomes, which act as ‘trash cans’ 
for the cell to break down and dispose of proteins. 
This malfunction could cause alpha-synuclein to build 
up. 
 
“We are seeing the very first signs of young-onset 
Parkinson's,” the researchers say. “Dopamine 
neurons in these individuals may mishandle alpha-
synuclein over 20 or 30 years, causing Parkinson's 
symptoms to emerge.” 
 
The investigators also used their iPSC model to test 
drugs that might reverse the abnormalities observed. 
They found that one drug, PEP005, reduced the 
elevated levels of alpha-synuclein in both the 
dopamine neurons in the dish and in laboratory mice.  
 

 
BOXING vs PING PONG, WHICH IS BETTER FOR YOUR QUALITY OF LIFE? 

Advice is everywhere for PwP on enhancing their quality of life. But two deeply unlikely routes are surely boxing 
and ping pong. Boxing – for people who already have ‘flaws’ in their brains – may seem the ultimate absurdity. 
But what is being recommended is a special, non-contact boxing programme, the subject of a recent study 
presented at the annual meeting of the American Academy of Neurology. Called Rock Steady Boxing, it is 
designed for PwP, who work in group classes with a coach on a routine to gain strength, speed, agility, endurance, 
hand-eye coordination, footwork, and 
accuracy. Hundreds of such 
programmes are now being run 
worldwide. 
 
The survey found that most participants 
reported several areas of improvement: 
a better social life, less fatigue, feeling 
less afraid of falling, and improved mood and less anxiety. Nearly all participants recommended the programme. 
Rock Steady Boxing participants experience improvement in several non-motor symptoms, the study says. They 
have significantly better quality of life and are more likely to feel confident engaging in continued exercise. 

 
However, boxing has a rival: ping pong. Another study announced at the neurology meeting said PwP who 
participated in a ping pong exercise programme for six months also showed improvement in their symptoms. Ping 
pong improves hand-eye coordination, sharpens reflexes, and stimulates the brain. Participants played ping pong 
once a week for six months. During each weekly five-hour session, they performed stretching exercises followed 
by table tennis exercises with instruction from an experienced player. The program was developed specifically for 
Parkinson's patients by experienced table tennis players from the department of Sports Science of Fukuoka 
University in Japan. 
 

https://medicalxpress.com/tags/cells/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/pluripotent+stem+cells/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/pluripotent+stem+cells/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/dopamine+neurons/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/alpha-synuclein/
https://medicalxpress.com/tags/quality+of+life/
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The study found that participants experienced significant improvements in speech, handwriting, getting dressed, 
getting out of bed and walking. For example, it took participants an average of more than two attempts to get out 
of bed at the beginning of the study compared to an average of one attempt at the end. Other significant 
improvements included aspects such as facial expression, posture, rigidity, slowness of movement and hand 
tremors. This was a small study, but given the encouraging results, a much larger one is being planned.  
 

FIRST CUPPA AND CAKE VIRTUAL MEETING A GREAT SUCCESS 
Virtual coffee may not taste quite as good as the real thing 

but when it comes to cake, there is one great advantage – it 
doesn't have any calories. This may have accounted partly 
for the success of our first Cuppa and Cake Virtual meeting 

on Friday, April 24, which attracted some 25 of us. Using the 
now ubiquitous Zoom video conferencing app, members 

chatted for nearly an hour – almost as easily as if we were 
together at a Branch Meeting. Well done to Keith, our 
Membership Secretary, who initiated and organised it. 
Everyone was in favour of a follow-up meeting, set for 

10.30am on Friday, May 8. And please note: you don’t need 
to be a techie guru to take part. Joining a meeting is very 

simple. In fact, a piece of cake. Virtual or otherwise. 
 
 
CAMBRIDGE BRANCH COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
Chair: Charles Nightingale  charlesnightingale4@gmail.com  01223-844763    07836-232032  
Assistant Chair: Mike Brown mikebparkinsonscambridge@gmail.com 
Secretary: Trish Carn  trishc.parkinsonscambridge@gmail.com   01223-363435 
Treasurer: TBC 
Newsletter Editor: David Boothroyd d.boothroyd@btinternet.com  01353-664618   07799-598130 
Publicity & Social Media:  Annabel Bradford annabelparkinsonscambridge@gmail.com  07950-685307 
Membership: Keith Howlett  keithparkinsonscambridge@gmail.com  01954-719601   07885-976194  
Myra Moore mooremyra@hotmail.com  01223-843211    07866-068357   
Andrew Stevens andrewstevens@btinternet.com   01223-861063   07850-250673   
Webmaster, Mike Crofts: 01223-893619, mikecrofts(‘at symbol’)gmail(‘dot’)com 
(Replacing @ symbol with (‘at’) and . with (dot) in the email address reduces the possibility of spam) 
Roger Campbell roger4@virginmedia.com  
Gabby Farrow (Honorary member): 01223-356433 
 
USEFUL CONTACTS  
Parkinson's Local Adviser – 0344-225-3628, adviser.east@parkinsons.org.uk  
Facebook: www.facebook.com/parkinsonsukcambridge/  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/CambBranchPUK  
Help Line 0808-800-0303 (free phone call) Specialist advisers can answer questions on any aspect of Parkinson’s 
Parkinson's Nurses in our area: for help and information contact the Parkinson's Nurse Team on 0330-726-0077 
Addenbrooke's Hospital Parkinson’s Nurses 01223-349814 
Branch Website: https://www.parkinsonscambridge.org.uk 
Parkinson’s UK 020-7931-8080  enquiries@parkinsons.org.uk  www.parkinsons.org.uk  

 
 
 

 
 

Parkinson’s UK is the operating name of the Parkinson’s Disease Society of the United Kingdom. 
 A company limited by guarantee. Registered in England and Wales (948776). 

Registered office: 215 Vauxhall Bridge Road, London SW1V 1EJ. 
 A charity registered in England and Wales (258197) and in Scotland (SC037554). 
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